3.1 Introduction

“Building capacity solves differences. It irons our inequalities”

– A P J Abdul Kalam

The ability of human to perform the given task is known as capacity and it varies from individual to individual depending upon the role and environment in which one is placed. Human capacities are ever growing along with the time and the experience which he or she gets from the routine work. We can also say that it’s a self-promoting activity of individuals. In the organisational level these capacities distributed over the roles and the tasks one is responsible. Hence the organisation always keep a tab on the individuals’ performance through their supervisor and always keen to know the level of capacity one is having based on the observation, feedback and the performance of the individual the organisation carry the capacity building programs for the enhancing the capacity of their employees thus allowing them to elevate from present level to the next level. In the professional scenario the employees who are professionally excellent but lac in some of the areas which are not in their radius. The emergence of corporate work culture and the customer centric society demands the need of certain capacities which are very much essential for the professionals to acquire in this fast changing society. One can observe the changes especially in the service sector, the customer is a king. If you are not treating your client properly someone else will take the opportunity and over take your business. This will not stop here it goes word of mouth and it may spoil your business too. To maintain the good will and the trust of the customers the service sector always conducts the
capacity building activities to their employees. This is in turn helps the employees to gain the self-confidence and boost their productivity. One can see the results in the form of customer delight.

3.2 Capacity Building

Capacity Building is an organised improvement of knowledge, administration, aptitudes, and different capacities of an individual, organization, community or nation through obtaining, motivating forces, technology, as well as training. Building human and social capital is intrinsic to critical community asset since it influences and increases the effect of community investment resources by reinforcing nearby accomplice associations, advancing independence, and improving the probability of project achievement. Numerous different specialists and investigators now acknowledge that the extent of capacity issues goes past the typical training and technical support path. The general feeling of the term from this point of view is one of the capacity to convey or instrument better. The spotlight here is on capacity as management problem-solving – the methods - as a major aspect of an attempt to improve developments and achievement - the ends. A more grounded operational method for evaluating and administering capacity issues is to identify that the approach of capacities can give an essential sorting out idea. Effective capacity building creates a win-win situation for both the organisation as well as nearby partners by producing comprehensive procedures that limits trust and enhance commitment and healthy relationships (International Finance Corporation, 2014). For some organizations, capacity building is their exit and continuous approach moved into one. Capacity building requires cautious arranging to identify the correct group and build the
appropriate skills at the right moment of time. Illustrations advocate that capacity-building drives influence more compelling when they are apprehended as a continuous vital duty (International Finance Corporation, 2014). Capacity building is one of the slightest accepted however generally vital facet of progressing work. There is a dimension of district capacity-building mediations that organisations can choose to back as and when the need arises, context, and desired outcomes.

Capacity building is performed for a variety of different objectives. Commonly, divided into two; 1) technical capacity building 2) general capacity building. Technical capacity building is done for tending to a particular issue concerning an organisation’s exercises. Capacity building in Technical scenario would not typically be proposed to include an organisation in a major procedure of progress, and would be inconvincible to embrace the vision, values, culture, or other core components of that organisation. It is often executed in setting with the project particular or program with which an association is included.

General capacity building, on the contrary, is catered to help associations build up their own particular capacity to accomplish their core capacities, and to pave towards their own central goal. This sort of capacity advancement can be moderate, complex and unstopping, and can require comprehensive consideration on an organization’s culture, qualities and vision. A definitive objective of such work is to enhance the organizations through progress, execution and its capacity to adjust inside an evolving setting. This kind of capacity building is not restricted to quick viable needs.
The two sorts of capacity building is at times explained as the contrast between capacity building as a necessary chore and capacity building as an end in itself. The table underneath presents that capacity building can have a dimension of various purposes, contingent upon the unique situation (Smith, 2010).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Capacity building as means</th>
<th>Capacity building as process</th>
<th>Capacity building as closures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacity building in the associations limits</td>
<td>Strengthen association to perform determined exercises</td>
<td>Procedure of reflection, initiative, motivation, adjustment and scan for more prominent cognizance between NGO mission, structure and exercises</td>
<td>Strengthen association to survive and satisfy its central goal as characterized by the association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity building in common society</td>
<td>Fortify capacity of essential partners to actualize characterized exercises</td>
<td>Cultivating correspondence: procedures of argument, relationship building, struggle determination and enhanced capacity of society to manage contrast</td>
<td>Reinforce capacity of essential partners to take an interest in political and financial field as indicated by targets characterized by them</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(African Journals Online, 2010)

It covers an extensive variety of issues, including activities to fortify and additionally create HR, frameworks or arrangements of organisation inside a group or association. It also covers the advancement of soft skills, Leadership skills at various levels and in various segments of society. Fruitful capacity building lays a strong reason for more viable services and exercises. It firmly backs the improvement of information and comprehension.
3.3 Process of Capacity Building

Capacity building is a charismatic action that is usually component of a more extensive formative or change process. As a consequence it is crucial to arrange well in advance which phase will necessary to be taken, or in which order. Research has not shown any particular layout or scheme or bundle of resolutions which is ensured to prevail with regards to building capacity and enhancing execution. Late research by the European Center for Development Policy Management has analyzed the components that boost it, how it varies from one situation to another, and why endeavors to create capacity have been more fortunate in some circumstances than in others (Blokland.M.W, 2010).

Capacity contains the aggregate of the abilities of a group, establishment or chain of organisation; the capacity of the group or establishment to learn and adjust, and the performance of the association in proclaiming good research and having an influence on protocols and practice. Poor execution is frequently credited to a shortfall of capacity. This generally guides to description of technical what's more, resource deficiencies, for example, excessively few staff, lack of equipment, and outdated systems and procedures. (Blokland.M.W, 2010) The ECDPM research urges partners to look past the fundamental administrative frameworks, capacities and call attention to different elements that drive association and framework conduct. It distinguishes the following five main capacities which empower an association to perform and survive.

1. To do technical, service commitment and operational tasks:
   Essential operations counselled at the execution of commanded objectives
2. To balance concordance and distinction:

   Energize development and security, oversee multifaceted nature, and balance capability mix.

3. To attract resources and support:

   Resource compilation, legitimacy, network building

4. To confer, relate and possess:

   Empowerment, encouragement, assurance and the administration of relationships

5. To adapt and self-renew:

   Learning, strategising, alteration, change management

Effective capacity building has to be clear on what sorts of capabilities, mindfulness, and abilities should be generated. The United Nations Development Program's grouping of two general sorts of capacities, “technical,” “functional,” and “behavioral,” correlate to awareness and attitudes are “crosscutting” capacities that are appropriate across assorted stages and are not combined with one particular sector or theme. The management capacities required to work out, put into action, and audit procedures, projects, and programs. Since the attention is on "completing things," the key significance for any fruitful capacity improvement. These capacities are the ones that organizations are well on the way to target behavioral capacities need to do with social moves and changes in state of mind. An essential segment of capacity building, mainly in a many collaborators setting, is bringing issues to light keeping in mind the end goal to influence changes in the attitudes, methods, and practices of people, crews, and establishments. These progressions incorporate banding together, building
collusions, and connecting in novel or distinct ways. Behavioral capacity building can also precise changes in procedure direction, strategies, and institutional culture

**Needs and expanding on existing capacities**

Deliberately performed needs evaluations are crucial to preference setting and scheme outline and are fundamental if the capacity building projects are to emulate the proper conditions and needs of heir.

**Being clear about the goals**

There is a requirement for a reasonable grasping of the aims of capacity building amongst suppliers and recipients. Most importantly, any capacity building project ought to make an unmistakable expansion to accomplishing practical advancement, whatever the concentration of the program.

**Using a ample variety of capacity building avenues**

An extensive variety of methodologies is accessible to build capacities, including formal education, training, capacity building ventures, systems administration and others. Such approach will firmly relies on upon the particular objective to be accomplished. A training workshop more often than not can go similarly as collaborating human capacities at an alertness boosting level. In the event that particularly outlined, training may likewise prevail with regards to building expository capacity.

**Focus on the perfect individuals to build a critical amount**

Capacity building exercises of universal associations many times put strong ascertained on training key players in government, for example, senior authorities that precisely take results. This can lead to a circumstances where a genuinely constrained group of individuals, who normally as of now accepted
a comparatively quality education, is included in a wide range of capacity building exercises. While senior authority are doubtlessly an important destination group, more stress needs to be put on building the capacities of different group in the public eye.

**Making the training-of-trainers approach work**

One approach much of the time advanced for duplication is the preparation of-mentors mode, implying that trainings offered by universal offices concentrate on preparing a littler gathering of professionals, who then are equipped with the latest information and ready to prepare others in their nation. Utilizing this approach, two issues need to be addressed with at most care starting from the beginning:

**3.4 Services, activities and types of capacity building**

There are many methodologies for giving capacity building services, which include:

a) Giving access to archives of information and

b) Publications

c) Trainings

d) Consultation

e) Coordinating alliances

These services offered through different types of capacity building activities. However, it does include many of the types of capacity building in nonprofits.
3.5 Competencies

Competencies points to a series of functions needed by a definite work and the essential capacities to play out those errands in light of fixed model. Competencies comprises, personal traits, motivation skills and knowledge based approach (International Review of Administrative Sciences, 2010). Learning skills and knowledge are inadequate in the event that they are not connected in genuine work. They are "figured know-hows and understanding". In view of the position and responsibility of people and cluster inside an association, abilities can be universal or particular, fundamental or progressed. Competencies cite to the personal and cumulative expertise recommended to accomplish tasks. Competencies are characterized practically speaking concurring to the requirements of respective units. With respect to training models that are separated from genuine work settings, capabilities should be characterized inside the work settings.

3.6 Steps for implementing the competencies-based training program

The structure provides the systematic concept towards the competencies based training program (Abels, 2003).

1. Characterize tasks and exercise that employees are habitual to execute. Partners need to recognize, code and blend main objectives and functions, competency units and components, performance criteria, the scope of use and the confirmation of project summary execution and knowledge. This procedure unites a few partners (workers, bosses, administrators, institutions
that provide training surrounded by others) to give enter in characterizing fundamental capabilities.

2. Assimilate competencies to figure out duties and responsibilities of staff. This procedure intends to create maps of competencies that distinguish parts, actions and crew of competencies. After the framework is made, educational necessities and objectives can be characterized.

3. Define the training modules. Since the skills based approach joins execution and training, educational objectives begin with the pre identified competencies. Syllabus what's more, courses ought to help students secure the units of competence.

4. Assess. The competency-based model is result-oriented. Surveying whether competencies have been gained requires calibrating whether knowledge and skills are enforced adequately in the work environment. This evaluation depends on certain bench mark that the participant knows well in advance. Both the evaluator and learner should be perceptive of the prerequisites of various tasks and what should be shown to demonstrate competency. The assessment surveys skills for particular skills that are almost easy to perform and simple to watch.

   Skills happens to be one of the integrated components for professionals information literacy which is comprehensive and lifelong learning process results in generating the skills among the professionals it comprises of wide dimensions such as leadership skills, which is helpful for handling the generated information authoritatively and systematically. Managerial skills for properly managing the information which is flowing from various sources
and channels and which is in various format listening skills; for patiently listening to the quarries of the reader and provide them with the information which they are in need of it. Soft skills are also essential for welcoming the clients and making them feel at home so that they openly share their requirements, the impact of courteous ness and humbleness makes the client to have a trust on you (LIS professionals). And that client will be ambassador for your library, your services as a Library professional. By doing so LIS professionals can achieve customer delight and visibility in the organisation. The quality of the library is determined by the value added services it provides and the commitment and reliability and the skills of the LIS professionals

To acquire above skills there are set of defined trainings which are part and parcel of other service sectors like hospitality industry, Tourism industry, Hotel industry. Training and development the name itself says all. It’s a part of human resource department. Training and development or the Learning and development focuses on the

3.7 Description of skill and competency

A group of related talent, engagement, knowledge and skills that empower a man to act viably in a job or responsibility. Competencies reveal plenty of knowledge and skills that empower somebody to act in a wide assortment of position. Since each level has its own prerequisites competences can happen in any time of individual's life or at any phase of his or her Job.

In Literature skill and competency have been utilized reciprocally however it is exceptionally much vital to categorize both. Skill is functional capacity, a facility in completing an activity though, competency is frequently
characterized as the basic facet and intellectual capacity that oversee how an individual connect with the world. Competency empowers entity to collectively confer emphatically to their associations and the library profession. Skill is visible in the task which are carried out by someone, competencies are covered up inside the individual however impacts how he utilizes his aptitudes (Clarkson 130). Larsen likewise portrayed abilities as "Joined theoretical knowledge and practical experience which makes person to be competent and responsible to make the right choices in the day by day working condition". Therefore, competencies are the personal attributes, and technical knowledge that add to an individual's achievement specifically position, while skill is the ability obtained by a man through training to effectively entire a specific job. Supporting the development of organisation, the capacity building programme concentrates on four areas a) leadership b) Communication c) Team building d) soft skills

3.7.1. Leadership

Effective leadership must join "an ethical reason with an ability to be communitarian and to advance joint effort between teammates, by means of teamwork and by going beyond the limits of support in leadership and decision making." (Harris, 2001). Therefore the work of leadership as used within the definition of leadership capacity - implies complementary, extreme learning together in group. Cooperation is fundamental to taking care of issues and working cooperatively. Determination proposes values, spotlight, and impulse. Learning is commonly making importance and knowledge. Group is the crucial habitat for experiencing mutual and persistent learning.
To ensure the success of a service organization, leaders must have skills and potentiality to mold service structure and guide employees to deliver the service experience. Still one has to see a set of leadership expertise required for service sector—let alone those needed for the Service Sector. Providing new managers is not the solution it’s better to train the existing manager with the competencies they need to flourish in their careers. To approach this matter, a survey of managers to examine the leadership competencies required for general managers of service sector. Service sector has the classic characteristics of other types of service sector, meaning that managers are guiding staff members in relatively low-skilled jobs to fulfill clients’ requirements.

Leadership comprises of “an impulse, skill, feature aspect of one’s self-image or social role, or body of knowledge” which are a vital part of each leader and are utilized as a part of day today undertakings. (Kate Walsh, 2015). A leadership competency framework summarizes the knowledge, skills, and attitude required to be adequate in a leadership position. Strong leadership is important in all sectors, but nowhere is leadership more critical than in service organizations, where the leader influences college’s choice and motivation, configure the distribution process, and drives overall quality. Indeed, to the point that leaders are more inclined on service quality, and provide employees with behaviorally based feedback on their performance, employees are more successful in delivering a service that is perceived by customers to be of high quality. 4. Leaders are essential in creating a service environment which is targeted on setting high standards and expectations of performance, and designing the service performance with their own practice
The importance of leader’s role in a service sector’s success features the need to understand which specific leadership competencies are crucial.

### 3.7.1.1 Leadership factors

- **Budgetary administration** – understanding the standards of arranging and planning in scholarly libraries
- **Risk management** – understanding the focal points and hindrances of any activity or choice and having the capacity to successfully assess both to assist any resolution made
- **Project management** – arranging, sorting out and overseeing resource to effectively attaining definite project goals within a fixed turnaround time
- **Leadership** – influencing and inspiring others to tackle for perfection; able to shape up to a diversified working/learning styles, situations and authoritative societies and to lead change inside the association
- **Assessment and Evaluation** – understanding the concepts and strategies for service, resource and venture assessment and assessment of results
- **HR administration** – understanding the proposition of effective crew proceeding and human resource development
- **Partnerships & Collaborations** – understanding the logic and approach for promoting association and associations with partners and significant groups
• Services and collateral advancement – seeing how to evaluate the requirement for and to arrange and execute new services as well as resources in light of present and foreseen needs (CARL, 2010).

3.7.1.2 Leadership in Library Professionals

In the Library and information centers, the Librarian should inspire the fellow team members as well as other personnel and the users. He should inspire them to utilize the library and library services effectively. He should set adequate proposals & practices and the fellow colleague will take the entire endeavor to accomplish the goals. The participant model is very much relevant in the library since the readers are highly inspired. The user’s ideas & suggestions are given much importance in order to obtain the aims. They distribute the responsibility with superior. It provides strength to the library by enhancing moral belief of readers which are high and favorable. So, the word “participate model” suggests that every individual ought to engage in and it is democratic model. It is a model which involves mental and emotional involvement. Hence, participate model is very suitable for the library.

Librarians needing to climb the profession stepping stool need to build up their leadership skills and capacities. Leadership master characterizes leadership as the activation of others and self to accomplish objectives. He additionally characterizes "transformational leadership" as the capacity to raise and change the objectives of supporters. In their 1985 book, Leaders: The Strategies for Taking Charge, Warren Bennis and Burt Nanus additionally recognized four qualities generally found in transformative pioneers. In her investigation of library leaders, Brooke E. Sheldon affirmed that these four
qualities every now and again show up in library pioneers (Burns, 1978). These qualities are

a) Vision

b) Communication

c) Trustworthiness

d) Positive Self-Regard

3.7.2 Communication

The Librarians require interpersonal skills when leading, administering, intervening, empowering and facilitating the users. In this way the librarians makes an environment of open correspondence and an atmosphere of common trust and collaboration. This can be seen from the pointers conveys successfully utilizing verbal techniques e.g. (volume, pace, articulation) and non-verbal techniques (gesture, appearance, position) Encourages powerful correspondence by tuning in summarizing also, by getting some information about both substance and inclusion. It shows individual contribution and excitement with person users and cluster of users

To provide effective and quality service to the clients’ librarian should have good communication skills, for which one should Communicate openly, directly, clearly, and respectfully with client and colleagues. To be effective communicator one should shows undivided attention abilities with clients and associates. Active listening provides multiple avenues to focus on solutions, rather than problems (CARL, 2010).
3.7.2.1 Communication Skills

- Versatility, elasticity, and excitement for advanced skills and knowledge

- Communication and advocacy – effectively bringing out the priority of libraries to their management, to their intended interest groups/electorates, and propelling the estimations of the library profession

- Negotiation – working with others to touch base at commonly adequate/beneficial solutions

- Decision making – settling on very much educated choices in a way that is insightful of the suggestions; focusing on behaviors even when confronted with ambiguity concerning to satisfy organizational objectives

- Problem solving – recognizing issues, deciding applicability and precision of accompanying information, and utilizing practical insight to concoct arrangements; acquiring the intelligence to handle and clear up the friction/disagreements in constructive ways

- Change management – able to handle the responsibility completely even with vagueness; receptiveness to change and adjustment of work propensities/behavior to distinctive conditions

- Initiative – the ability to recognize issues and to create and execute answers for address the concerns

- Innovation – implementing the idea with the end goal of contriving answers for issues, and planning novel approach/mechanisms when
settled ones do not meet the requirements or they are not holds good for the contemporary scenario

- Collaboration – working with diverse troops, within as well as out of the library, in quest of common objectives and with a valuation for differing points of view; taking the library's story into the group

- Writing skills – adapting credible award proposals or reports

  Marketing – advertising the ability, services, compilation, what's more, offices of the library to a varied clientele and presenting the defense to managements for the library as an imperative foundation in the research activity and for academic and education

- Mentoring – contributing useful consultation and assessment to new individuals from the calling to help them achieve accomplishment in the field and in their new positions

- Presentation skills – aptitude to convey before a crowd of people – with or without innovation (CARL, 2010).

3.7.3 Team Building

Merely assembling a few people together and afterward trusting that those individuals by one means or another figure out how to cooperate cannot form teams. Teams are best when painstakingly outlined. The objectives ought to be intended to be "Brilliant (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Related and Time-driven).” Hearing the team members and incorporate contribution from fellow associates of the organization when crafting and wording these objectives. Objectives may be, for instance, "to deliver a venture report that incorporates a venture proposal, time frame and funds to flourish and assessment a through representative execution administration framework
inside the coming year." Note down e down these objectives for prospective communication and discuss with all colleagues. Worker execution administration framework inside the coming year." Note down e down these objectives Team building activities and exercises benefit, build integrity in teamwork community and enhanced group dynamics. They are regularly testing and require arranging to fix the problem, coordination and confidence. Applying them will absolutely make difference.

Teamwork is an efficient way of producing prosperity at work or in the management. It supports in boosting the productivity, effectiveness and efficiency of work as well as the performance of organizations as a whole. Organizations prefer a team form of working in conducting its activities as well as achieving its goals and objectives. Some of these activities, goals and objectives are; gaining cutthroat advantage in the market, providing excellent services to customers, boosting the productivity of employees as well as the individual, stimulating expectation and a zeal of cooperation among members, eliminating tribalism among employers and employees, improving relationship (that is between management and employees, employees and other employees, employees and customers), enhancing individuals’ creativity in handling and resolving conflict, facilitating good decision making and implementation among members.

Collaboration is a basic piece of working environment achievement. Cooperating to set up the smooth accomplishment of tasks. Every team part has a particular part to play in fulfilling undertakings on the given responsibility. The credit goes to each team members who have well-coordinated in accomplishing the task. For others it looks that the achievement
is done by a single person but behind the success of every organisation there is strong team work involved which is always working toward the common targets of the management. Suitable outlining coordination and cooperation are the key success factors of team effort In this fast changing world time is money and the competitive employers are in search of individuals who not just know how to cooperate with other people. At the point when everybody in the working environment cooperates to carryout objectives, everyone bring about more.

The strength to fill in as key member of a group is a standout amongst the most essential skills in today’s corporate world. Employers are searching for employees who has the capacity to contribute their own particular thoughts, additionally need individuals who can work with fellow team members to constitute and develop projects and plans (Edwin C. Thomas. M. Ed., 2005).

Teamwork comprises of achieving connections and working with other coworkers using a numerous of vital skills

- Adding to bunches with thoughts, proposals, and exertion
- Working cooperatively
- Communication (both giving and receiving)
- Awareness of responsibility
- Healthy appreciation for distinct notion, customs, and personal preferences
- Capacity to take an interest in cooperative choice making
3.7.4 Customer Service

Today’s society is customer centric and customer is king in this competitive dynamic world satisfying the customer is one of the biggest challenges. For this Dynamic organizations as of now perceive the need to separate their items on par with their rivals. In any case, in numerous aggressive markets, the recognizing highlight between organizations is that the how one gives the nature of service, or how representatives connect with clients to fulfill their necessities.

The major success of Customer service is in

1. Employee Satisfaction and Retention: Organizational frameworks and bolster systems empower workers to complete their given tasks well. Staff members are contented with their occupations; they turn out to be more profitable and more averse to leave the organization.

2. Consumer loyalty: Clients see an incentive in the services offered by fit, experienced, and passionate workers.

3. Client Loyalty: Clients are so satisfied with the esteem and nature of service that they select a company over its opponents. They give continues business and give referrals. Rapport establishes between the client and the management as the time passes.

4. Business Success: Benefit, piece of the overall market, and different measures of triumph increase, thanks to delighted, steadfast clients. Fruitful business have more resources to reinvest in the association, which transcend to more noteworthy employee pride and retention (Paul Bernthal, 2000).
Apart from knowing library collection and the services one should know how to route them to the clients. Customer service is key to the success of information centers. Greet all customers politely, pleasantly with the eye contact so that they should feel that one is listening to them. Maintain friendliness with the customers so that one can dig out for more specific information to serve them. Customers should feel that their quarries are given high priority.

3.7.5 Soft Skills

Lots of changes are happening across all the professions. These changes can be identified in the areas like technology, customer service, identifying the needs of the clients, providing the quality services to the client and handling the clients. To keep one self-ready for tackling the above changes every one has to master the required soft skills. These skills can be acquired by undergoing the planned and programmed these training mediations address reasonable ICT skills, curing gaps in existing skill sets, and giving future-situated skills. Re-dynamic and 'fill-the-gaps' soft skills training are a basic piece at work preparing philosophy. The prime concentration is on the genuine skills required to successfully deal with the procedure of venture development into the following stages. Work related skills preparing intercessions take after two primary models: the workshop-based model and the venture based model. Choosing which model is proper relies on upon the consequences of Training Needs Assessments, and the land nearness of members from various undertakings. At whatever point conceivable, the training happens in the real workplace. On location training addresses skills and abilities and learning improvement in the technical and institutional setting of a particular venture.
On the off chance that this is impractical, then the setting is, however much as could be expected, custom fitted to copy this condition.

Particular undertakings that people are relied upon to perform in their professional circumstances are tended to. This approach brings about more effective execution of the recently procured skills and knowledge in the working environment. Workshop-based trainings focus on specific ICT skills and knowledge, and include on-site follow-up to ensure effective on-site implementation of newly acquired or enhanced skills and knowledge (iicd.org, 2009). Some of the essential soft skill development training programmes can be listed as below (Parashar, 2015).

**Listening skills**

The LIS professionals must have great listening abilities as he/she needs to communicate with various set of clients constantly. By attentively tuning in to clients' he/she can distinguish the correct necessity and afterward arrange for the deserved service as per the requirement.

**Communications skills**

Great communication abilities additionally require perspective individuals, fearlessness. One can accomplish parcel and take care of issues as well. Command on dialect mainly English and also territorial one will upgrade the communication.

**Writing skills**

Strong writing skills comes from habit and persistence. The emphasis of writing daily is that to create a new habit. Reading daily papers magazines journals websites and books can enhance composing skills. And librarians are
the most privileged ones they have the access to all the experts which are necessary for improvement of their writing skills.

The librarians are some of the time made a request to submit/help in composing business proposal, research proposal, project report, which needs good written skills. Today there are numerous library professionals who are committing to assorted publications even in-house or even by blogging for sharing their involvement and serving users.

**Presentation skills**

Presentation skills are essential for librarian in accomplishing many tasks like report composing, library board of trustees meetings and even in day today work to present the information in the required format and desired style. It also helps librarians at conferences it is no longer worthy to murmur through a conference paper but instead librarians need to present their work in sure way making strong eye contact and clear with a solid voice. Librarians can improve their presentations skills with some great training with practice. It not only asserts the personal abilities additionally from library introduction by method for its embellishment, client's aides, and library atmosphere.

**Interpersonal skills**

Librarians have to attend to all levels of individuals like administrators, users, fellow team mates in library, sales man etc. To attend everyone in legitimate way requires interpersonal aptitudes. When you work in big establishment, it is most essential to assemble affinity with all divisions, which helps in directing the library and catering improved services to everybody.
Public relations

One needs to utilize PR successfully to draw attention of users in libraries through discrete means. It additionally bonds with clients and sellers as well. Additionally offers capacity to work with other departments

Customer service

Client is library user and to fulfill his information needs is serving the client. The librarians are constantly giving consideration to their clients and giving services through CAS, SDI or other customized services. The customer service affirms the consumer loyalty, which ensures that reader will dependably return to library

Negotiating skills

These abilities are required on special events, for example, taking care of mass procuring, specific databases membership with dealers and so on. Additionally a few circumstances in sensitive circumstances like library board of trustees’ gatherings or bypassing inappropriate claims from bossy users etc.

3.8 Changing scenario of library and librarians

The fundamental part of the librarian has not changed. Notwithstanding the particular position, the librarian's focal reason is to influence information seekers to move closer to the information sources. (CARL, 2010). This objective continues as before either the individual is creating metadata, addressing the query at a reference work area, instructing a course, or developing another electronic administration. Nature inside which librarians execute their center mission, notwithstanding, has changed drastically. Studies revealed that handing far from conventional publishing
settings over in favor of developing group confirmed discussions to disseminate information and research discoveries. Students arrive to the library with their information looking for propensities and systems as of now composed, and with involvement in a host of off late information sources and new technologies. Transformative technologies and the behaviors they instigate have completely changed the production and circulation of scholarly journals, information and other research accomplishments. Researchers are accommodating the ways they educate and the ways they handle research to another and changing digital information environment (CARL, 2010). The library is always tested to remain an indispensable piece of this changing environment. The important part is to meet the test is to guarantee that librarians' parts move to achieve emerging needs. New areas of excellence are flourishing as are new chances to give novel, value-added services for the readers and researchers in the knowledge society. Across the globe, librarians and libraries are rethinking the part of the custodian inside the association.

3.9 Conclusion

Human capacities varies from person to person and they are always changing in nature human nature always craves for the change in one’s personal and professional life. These changes can be attained by increasing one’s capacities. Some are self-identified and some are identified by the superiors or the organisation. Depending upon the business requirements organisation goes for the building the capacities of their employees. In two types of capacity building both are equally important and these capacity building programs change the life style of individual.
Capacity building programme concentrates on a) leadership b) Communication c) Team building d) soft skills. These skills are dynamic in nature and they keep on changing as when the role of an individual changes and these programs always support to create the visibility of the person in the organisation. In the fast changing service sector everything is important starting from the client to the time if one’s consideration redirects from the any of the perspectives individuals are waiting to grab the opportunity. Likewise in library environment which is also a part of service sector has to follow the framework of the similar service sectors, like banking sector, hospitality sector, tourism industry.

Willingness to learn and infectious zeal and enthusiasm are very necessary on the part of lecturers but those qualities cannot be included through preaching. There should be training programs particularly for library and information science experts to enhance their leadership skills, managerial skills, communication skills, soft skills, since library is a service oriented organisation and the librarian is a service provider with the above skill sets he can deliver the services very effectively and efficiently and this helps him to achieve the customer delight.

An efficient and legitimately controlled library fills in as an important guide in the conservation of knowledge and thoughts. The library, in this way, plays variety of activities, by way making a difference to the readers with reading material, reference books, and periodicals, by giving countless bibliographical tools and upcoming literature on each and every subject for faculties and researchers additionally by keeping up an effective reference and information benefit. For these exercises Library professionals are trained in
the acquisition, association, recovery, and spread of information. Presently
days the varied and complicated services of a modern library scenario needs to
be composed and controlled by a man of competence also, skill, who has a
sound information of the devices and methods of library profession. The
library professionals' part will keep on including choice of reasonable assets,
giving access to such assets, offering direction and help to users in deciphering
assets, and saving both the medium and the information contained in that.

Most Leadership abilities can be gotten and rehearsed at any level of
an association. By the by, on the off chance that you plan to look for a
leadership position, formal initiative positions could give a lift to your resume.
As said above, NMRT gives numerous open doors. You can likewise look for
advisory group meetings with your present boss by volunteering or by
educating your director of your enthusiasm for board of trustees work. Like
most open doors, you will pick up from leadership positions what you put into
them. To completely create vision, correspondence, reliability, and positive
self-respect, you should hone these abilities. Bennis and Nanus show us that
figuring out how to lead is "a profoundly human process." Reading and
perception will give you the hypotheses, yet just experience and application
will permit you to create leadership abilities.

Leadership skills create a niche for the librarian in the workplace and
collectively serve as a variable in organizational success. It is established in
the estimations of librarianship and library benefit. It is focused on improve
the library's projects and administrations. Leadership is a central component in
the strategic and operational practices and success of librarianship. Leadership
in libraries can never again be pushed aside and disregarded; it must be
conveyed to the middle of everyone's attention, and treated with a capital. With solid, element, and visionary leadership, libraries are sure to float forward into the bright future. Also the Library leadership develops connections and shared duty regarding satisfying the library's main goal and understanding the vision of future achievement.
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